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Above:

Contractors, working on bridge 59 “Chapelry

Bridge”, adjacent to Clitheroe Bus Station,

leave intending road users in doubt, that the

road is closed !

According to my 1927 Bridge Surveyors

Report, bri dge 59 was c ompletely

rebuilt in 1886 , along with the neighbouring

“Gas House” Bridge number 58

Photo: B.Haworth

Right:

Class 150, 150110 heads over the bridge

during refurbishment.

Photo: B.Haworth
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From the Chair

I must apologise for my report being rather brief. Unfortunately I am in hospital recovering from a
spinal operation, and consequently have not had the opportunity to make use of the new timetable.

It appears that the replacement buses are not being well-used, and that our regular passengers are
using other methods of transport.

Over the years we have worked hard to build up our customer base, and work will need to be done
to attract people back to the service. On a positive note, the work at Darwen is on target to be
completed by the scheduled date of 23rd August. Sadly, the news is not good regarding the work on
the Farnworth Tunnel.Network Rail issued a press release on 4th September indicating that, due to
exceptionally poor ground conditions, completion could be delayed possibly until December.

For comprehensive details, please see pages 14 - 17 incl.

Once again, Clitheroe Food Festival was very well attended and Northern strengthened the trains to
provide 4 car units. Preliminary work has begun at the stations in preparation for the installation of
Customer Information Screens.

Our stations are looking very attractive with their beautiful displays of bedding plants.Thanks to our
loyal volunteers for all their hard work.

Marjorie

Front Cover:

A Clitheroe Manchester service rolls across

Whalley Viaduct on 4th June 2015

and is reflected in the flooded field below,

the aftermath of heavy rain the previous day.

Photo: B.Haworth

Above:

Brian Haworth poses with the recently installed

finger labyrinth at Hellifield Station.

Photo: S.Clarke



PLACES OF INTEREST AND REFRESHMENT STOPS IN CLITHEROE

Leaving Platform 2 we turn right and go down the lane and under the bridge and straight across the road.

But, if we are arriving on Platform 1, bear half-left across the road. Now we go up the lane by the Health

Centre, past the car park, with the toilet block to our right, and make for the White Lion archway on

Church Walk. As we exit, we are greeted by a wonderful view of Wellgate, topped by Pendle Hill. This

area is Market Place, where fairs and markets were held many years ago. Our way now goes up Church

St. alongside the library, which has a wonderful clock (during the week it is worth going to the top floor,

if only to hear the quarter changes and to see the massive pendulum). Past the Council offices, most of

the houses, including the Vicarage, have wooden blinds on the inside of the windows.

Now we come to the Parish Church,dedicated to St. Mary Magdalene, where the spire has recently been

refurbished (open every day except Wednesdays and Saturdays from 10am to 3pm in winter and 10 am

to 4 pm in summer). Now we cross over to St. Mary’s Centre, and go down the steep cobbled Paradise

Lane to the Grand, a state-of-the-art music centre. A right turn here brings us back to Market Place,

where we go left down Wellgate, passing Swales Colborne House Café, towards the Dog Music and

Sports bar next to Heild Well.

Now round to the right to see the tiny Salvation

Army Church on the corner of King Lane. On past

the Car Park, above which is a wonderful sight of the

Castle, then right up a very steep cobbled road by the

name of Strang Stee by the United Reformed Church

to Castle Gate, where we find Molly’s café. Now left

down Moor Lane with its quaint shops to the Castle

Chippy (open every day), the Emporium and the Brown

Cow. Bear right into Woone Lane, and a lmost

immediately we go right and up the steps into the

Castle grounds, passing the immaculate bowling green

to our left.

Now, bear right, up 7 steps and sharp right onto a

level area to find a turret, which once graced the

Houses of Parliament, a gift from Captain Sir William

Brass, the MP for Clitheroe from 1922 until his death

in 1945.

Now we take the path, which goes diagonally up to the base of the Museum passing 2 seats, and go right

then left up the narrow stone steps, which bring us to the War Memorial. To our left, we find the

entrance to the Museum, which is open every day 11 am to 4 pm but closed Wednesdays and Thursdays

from November until mid- February, and above it the Atrium Café, which is open every day 10.30 am to

5 pm.

Now we make our way towards the Keep, and climb the steps up to the ramparts, where, on a clear day,

the views are magnificent in every direction. Returning to the bottom of the steps, we go right through

an archway, which opens up to a view of Kemple End and the Bowland fells. Looking over the wall we

see the bandstand, which is regularly used for all kinds of musical entertainment and the Castle field.

Carefully negotiating the loose stone track, we descend the same 7 stone steps, turn sharp right and

4

N. Kirby

Castle Street, Cli theroe
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skirt the bowling green, descending the steps on to a large area, which contains a court and beyond it a

skate park.

At regular intervals we will look to our right and see the ever changing vistas - or turn right and make

towards the Castle, then left and take the descending path, past the playground, and meeting up again by

the toilet block.The large building in front of us is Trinity Methodist Church. In front of the church is

Stock Well, the smallest of the 3 wells, which served the whole town until 1856, when piped water was

introduced. Now we go under the archway and, passing the Citizens Advice Bureau, make for and

straight over the mini-roundabout.

On the left set back is the New Inn, a Real Ale drinker’s paradise with up to 9 hand pulled beers at any

one time (no music, no machines, and definitely no food). Next we come to the many-windowed

Surbiton House, a former vicarage, followed by a little piece of old Clitheroe, a house with an entrance

tucked away out of sight. This is actually 2 houses made into one and built in 1762 with stone from the

original Castle wall opposite. At the top of the steep hill we come to the United Reformed Church,

where we go left to more shops including Cowman’s Famous Sausage shop. Along this stretch is Costa

Coffee and Caffe Nero, plus the Rose and Crown and the Swan and Royal, behind which is a bonny

courtyard containing 2 cafés, a bistro and a pottery shop. None of which, unfortunately, are open on

Sundays.

At the junction we turn left into King St. where, just beyond the Post Office, is the tiniest sweet shop

ever, all in one small room, whilst opposite is Byrne’s, the award-winning wine shop, which, in my

opinion, is the finest in the North of England. We turn left now into New Market St. and find Blueberries

café, which is open every day except Sunday. Returning to King St, ongoing left is the café Apricot

Meringue, whilst on the opposite side is the Post House Restaurant. Lower down the Inn at the Station

and, on the opposite corner ,Maxwells opposite the railway station where our walk ends.

Please remember that not all of the cafes are open on Sundays but you will not be disappointed

wherever you care to dine. With regard to distances, it all depends on where you want to go and see.

Why not make a day of it, you will be made welcome wherever you go - or if you wish, bring your own

food. Plenty of seats in the Castle grounds.

Gordon Wilson, January 2015

Membership of Ribble Valley Rail

Membership of RVR entitles you to attend the monthly meetings in the Ribble Valley, either as a
Committee member or as an observer, to receive a copy of the quarterly Ribble Valley
RailNews, and to play your part in the on-going work of the group, according to your own
particular talents.

The subscription, which may be paid annually or 3-yearly, is levied to cover the costs of
RVRNews, postage and other administrative expenses.

Current subscription rates are:

Annual 3-year
Individual £6.00 £15.00

Family/Corporate £9.00 £22.50

Application forms can be downloaded from the website: www.ribblevalleyrail.co.uk
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ROCHDALE’S LONG-LOST SUBWAY RE-OPENS by Brian Haworth

Whilst Rochdale Station is not nominally on the Ribble Valley Line, the weekend diversions due to

major engineering works have seen RVR services use the Todmorden Curve to reach Manchester via

Rochdale thus giving RVR Line users the chance to view scenery and stations not normally seen.

Our good friends at STORM have campaigned long and hard to see the old disused subway brought

back intouse. Having closed in 1979, it had become overgrown and full of rubbish, a real blight within

the station confines.

After major works, the Miall Street entrance and subway were re-opened to station passengers on

10th July 2015.

It has been renovated to a high standard and a nice touch are the pictures of Rochdale Station in times

gone by. It’s well worth a visit to anyone interested in railway renovation and congratulations are due

to STORM, who have worked hard to see this project reach fruition.

B Haworth

Left:

Rochdale’s re-opened Miall Street Station

Entrance.

Photo: B. Haworth

Right:

One of the photos showing

the old station frontage at

Rochdale displayed in the

refurbished subway.

Photo: B. Haworth
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Earlier in the year, a class 68, 68008 heads through Cli theroe

with 6K05, the engineer’s Carlisle / Basford Hall working.

Photo: G. Dudley

ON THE LINE by Brian Haworth

Infrastructure trains continue to use the RVR line, and, on 21/5, 66552 was noted heading 6Y60, Basford

Hall/Garsdale, quickly followed by 66545/66553, 6Y61 working a similar diagram.

The following day saw classmates 150115/150116 paired together on 2J52. The doubling up of units on

some RVR services has produced some interesting and varied partnerships. On 25/5, 156459 was paired

with 150220, and the following day saw 150220 again active but paired with 156486.

On 26/5, 60087 was noted on route learning duties. Jubilee 45699 headed the Fellsman on 27/5, with class

37 37706 added as insurance. On 31/5, 158872 paired with 153324 worked the DalesRail service.

On 3/6, Royal Scot class 46115 worked the Fellsman with 47237 attached, which did most of the work on the

assent of Langho Bank. From the start of June, class 60s took over the ‘logs’, and on 3/6 60082 was noted on

this working, a task it quickly settled into. Scots Guardsman, 46115, was again in action on RVR metals on

6/6 with an Appleby/London Euston charter.

Later in the day, 2J61, the 21:12 to Clitheroe was cancelled due to non-availability of conductor.

On 11/6, 2N57 was cancelled at Man Vic due to a unit failure. The following day saw 66433 paired with 66601

on 6K05. On 15/6, track machine DR73921 worked over the route, running as 6J47, Kirkby Stephen/Edge Hill.

RVR celebrity unit , 150149, returned briefly to RVR metals, when, on 16/6, it was paired with 150143 on

2J52. The following day saw 45690, Leander, working the Fellsman, paired with 47237.
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B.Haworth

On 19/6, class 68, 68003 was a surprise visitor to the route when it was noted in charge of 6K05, the loco

having enjoyed itself so much that it returned on the same working on the 22, 23 and 24 June

On 24/6, unfortunately for passengers, 142041 was paired with 150148 on 2J52, which resulted in a slow

journey to work. On 25/6, Jubilee Galatea was paired with 47237 on the Fellsman.

On 26/6, 156429 was paired with 156451 on 2J54. Later in the day 6K05 had an interesting bunch of locos

in transit with 66423/68009 and 37423 noted.

On 29/6, 142051 was paired with 150139 on 2J52, with the inevitable slow running taking place.

Later in the day 66168 was paired with 66112 on the ‘engineers’. The following day, some additional

engineering workings werenoted with66112 heading 6L92 and 660245/66168 in charge of 6L93. Unfortunately

later in the day, the 16:58 Man Vic/Clitheroe and its return working was cancelled.

On the 1/7, 66144 headed 6L94 and 66112/66168 6L95. 2N53, the 06:53 Buxton/Clitheroe, was cancelled

at Blackburn, and 2N58, the 09:58 Man Vic to Clitheroe, was also terminated at Blackburn. 2N59, the 10:58

Man Vic/Clitheroe got through to Clitheroe even though it arrived at Blackburn 57 minutes late!! The 11:58

Man Vic/Clitheroe terminated at Bolton,and later 2N59, the 17:58 service Man Vic to Clitheroe, was cancelled

at Blackburn On 2/7, 142004 was paired with 150146 on 2J52.

On 1/7, class 47, 47760 accompanied Black Five, 45231, on the Fellsman service. Later in the day, 66112 was

noted on an engineer’s working, running as 6L96, and was quickly followed by 6L97, with 66063 paired with

66144.

On 3/7, 2J52 saw 142009 paired with 150116, and later in the day 66561 headed 6Y25, an Appleby/Basford

Hall working. On 7/7, 66432 was accompanied by 66529 on 6K05 . . . . . . . . . . continued on Page 18

Class 60, 60087 rescues a failed class 66 on the ‘logs’

pictured passing through Clitheroe.

A few days later Colas class 60s took over the logs working

Photo: G. Dudley
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Darwen Station Line Enhancements

The recent work to lengthen the double-track section of railway at Darwen Station was
completed on time and to budget, and the line reopened on Monday 24th August 2015.

Funded by the Lancashire Local Enterprise Partnership, Lancashire County Council and
Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council, the improvements saw additional track installed
for one mile either side of Darwen Station. This will provide the necessary capacity for a
more reliable, frequent service throughout the day between Manchester and Blackburn,
with two trains per hour by 2017.

Additional work is also being carried out at other stations on the route funded by
contributions from Lancashire County Council, Transport for Greater Manchester and
Network Rail’s National Station Improvement Programme (NSIP). The work will include the
installation of new shelters on the stations between Clitheroe and Blackburn, Customer
Information Screens (CIS) at all intermediate stations except Entwistle, repairs to fencing,
painting and improved signage. This work is due to be completed by the end of 2015.

Works that have taken place during the blockade include:

* On average, there has been over 100 people working on site each day since the start

of the blockade;

* Works take place 24 hours a day, 7 days a week;

* 48 engineering trains will access the site to unload materials, and take away/dispose

of old ballast, sleepers, rail and scrap material;

* 5 km of new rail, 7,958 concrete sleepers, 5,782 tonnes of sand and 25,589 tonnes of

ballast will be laid;

* 1 km of drainage installed;

* 8 new lightweight Dorman signals to be installed;

*  2 x bridge replacements – so the twin track alignment can fit over;

*  90 m retaining wall strengthened – 55nr 12m long soil nails drilled into wall and spray

concrete applied;

*  25 km of lineside cable routed;

* 43 Location case/Signals/Telephone civils bases installed; and

* 27 Location Units to be installed throughout site.
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RVR members, Peter Eastham & Brian Haworth, ready for a Darwen works site visit.

Photo: Blackburn with Darwen

The new bridge 47 to be installed at Cotton Hall Street sits on the abutments of the
old branch line bridge that carried the tracks into India Mills.

Later that evening, the bridge was slid into position on the abutments nearest the
camera.

Photo: B. Haworth
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One of the new Dorman signals, PN464,
showing red, whilst undergoing wheels -
free test prior to the hand-back.

This new type of signal swings down for main-
tenance removing the need for ladders and

working at height regulations.

Invasive weeds, such as Himalayan Balsam
and Japanese Knotweed, on the embank-
ments have been treated and covered with
a black membrane

The points at the Bolton end
of the extension.

(Sough Tunnel is just round the corner).

Embankment stabi lisation in the form of

gabions have been installed.

Photos: B.Haworth
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Pristine track and ballast.
Photo: B. Haworth

One particular bad section of embankment has been nailed and concreted.

Photo: B. Haworth
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Courtesy Community Rail Lancashire

AWELCOME pack promoting local rail

transport could prove just the ticket

for new homeowners in Ribble Valley.

The pack, devised by Community Rail

Lancashire, and supported by Ribble

Valley Borough Council, features a host

of information and advice, including

train timetables, local rail history, a Rail

Ramblers guided walks programme and

how to get involved in local rail support

groups.

Ribble Valley Borough Council leader

Stuart Hirst said: “Ribble Valley is a

happening place. It is one of the most

desirable places in which to live and

work in the UK, with a reputation for

fine food and great days out.“We want

people to visit the borough and what

better way to enjoy our stunning

scenery than travelling by train.

“We also want the borough’s new homeowners to make the most of rail travel in their daily

commutes to Blackburn, Preston, Manchester and beyond, as well as enjoy the leisure

opportunities that local rail travel has to offer.”

Marjorie Birch, Vice-Chairman of the Clitheroe Community Rail Partnership and Chairman

of local support group, Ribble Valley Rail, added: “Lancashire’s community railways provide

an excellent means by which to explore the county and provide vital links for students and

commuters travelling travelling across the region. “There has been an increase in the use of

local rail services in recent years, particularly the Clitheroe to Manchester rail line, and we

anticipate further increases in passenger traffic in the future. “Improvements will be taking

place this year to all four Ribble Valley rail stations as part of the major scheme upgrade for

the Clitheroe to Manchester line, including the provision of real-time information screens

and new passenger waiting shelters. “Through joint initiatives with Northern Rail and other

partners, excellent value tickets are available that help travellers go a bit further for their

money, and now these packs are bringing comprehensive information to the doorsteps of

potential new rail users.”

The packs are being distributed to new homeowners by Housing Sales Offices.
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FARNWORTH TUNNEL

Engineers battle to overcome poor ground conditions

A complex tunnelling project to enable electric trains to run between Bolton and Manchester has

been delayed, possibly until December, by exceptionally poor ground conditions.

Network Rail Engineers, enlarging the 1834-built Farnworth Tunnel, have run into large swathes of

sand.

Rather than a firm material tobore through, sand pours down into the excavated area halting progress.

It has proved impossible to safely excavate while concurrently installing and grouting sections of

tunnel wall as was originally planned.

Looking out from the newly-bored tunnel

Engineers are now pumping resin into the ground to firm it up before 9m-wide Fill ie, the UK's largest
tunnelling machine, bores through it.

For local train passengers the railway between Bolton and Manchester will continue to operate as it
has since May.

Martin Frobisher, Route Managing Director for Network Rail, said:

“This delay is intensely frustrating for our engineers, and, more importantly, for passengers, who are
set to benefit from more frequent, faster, quieter services once this wider programme of work is
complete.

“We are doing the best we can in difficult circumstances and we are sorry it is taking longer than we
first thought and impacting on passengers.
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“We first hit an area of running sand onAugust 14 when our engineers saw it suddenly pouring from
the working face.This has slowed progress and created big voids, the largest of which needed filling
with around 35 tonnes of grout.

"Again onAugust 27,sand poured into the excavated area and our engineers had to remove 100 tonnes
of material by hand.

“The nature of Civil Engineering, especially deep below ground, is that you never fully know the exact
ground conditions until you start tunnelling or excavating.

"Taking soil samples acts as a guide but is never 100%accurate because conditions vary greatly with the
amount of water present.

"The rate of progress is very dependent upon the conditions and we are working around the clock
to complete this as quickly as possible.

“Our top consideration is safety. Our engineers face a huge challenge. We must allow them the time
they need to tackle it safely.

"We will of course provide further updates over the coming weeks when we know more."

The face of the tunnel, which has collapsed onto the tunnel-boring machine

Nick Donovan,Managing Director at FirstTransPennine Express , said:

"Throughout the duration of the vital electrification programme at Farnworth Tunnel, we have
worked very closely with Network Rail to ensure our customers remain informed and are kept
moving.

"While the tunnelling being more challenging than anyone expected is disappointing, we will
continue to focus our efforts on delivering train ser vices until the work is completed.”

Northern Rail and First TransPennine Express ser vices will continue as planned until October 5.

The train plan after this date is currently being determined.
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Alex Hynes, Managing Director for Northern Rail, said:

“We are deeply disappointed that work to deliver the Farnworth Tunnel project will now not be
completed by October 5, as originally planned.

"This will have a significant impact on the lives of our daily commuters.

“No matter what, we will continue to work with Network Rail and First TransPennine Express
and do our utmost to keep our customers up-to-date with the latest developments as and when
they happen.”

Engineers on top of material,

which has poured into the tunnel-boring machine

Creating a pit above the tunnel to safely remove material
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* The originalFarnworth Tunnel was built in 1834. It was built to accommodate a single track for steam-

xpowered trains.

* It is being enlarged by a 9m-wide drilling machine so it can in future house two tracks with overhead

xelectric equipment to enable electric trains to run through it.

* Tunnelling started on August 1 and was originally planned to be completed by October 5.

* More than 1,500 soil samples have been taken, each one, eight metres in depth, to try and get as

xaccurate an idea as possible of the ground conditions to be encountered, but such testing can only

xever act as a guide.

* Fillie, built in Oldham, was expected tobe able to tunnel5.6 m to 7 mevery 24 hrs. But, because of the

xvery poor ground conditions, she has only been able to bore at a rate of 2.8 m / 24 hrs.

* Farnworth tunnel is 276 m long, and, as at September 2, 45 mhad been excavated since tunnelling

xstarted on August 1, leaving a further 231m to go.

* On theassumption that the rate of tunnelling stays as it is now, completion will be December.

Looking into the new tunnel

Photos courtesy Network Rail
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. . . continued fromPage 8

The following day saw 46115, Scots Guardsman, on the Fellsman, and the loco was again on RVR metals on

the 11th heading 1Z87, Appleby/Farington. On 15/7, a coal working was noted with 66557 heading 6M11,

Hunterston/Fiddlers Ferry. Scots Guardsman was also in action later in the day heading 1T52.

6M11 ran again on the 16th, with the same loco in charge. Later in the day, 2N51, the 19:52 Man Vic/

Clitheroe and its return diagram was cancelled at Man Vic. On 20/7, 6K05 was headed with 66423/66539.

On 21/7 several class 66s were noted, 66598 6M90, 66536 6M11, 66423 6K05, 66598 6G35 plus 60087

heading 6J37.

Black 5, 45231, headed the Fellsman on 22/7. On 24/7, 66430/66597 headed 6K05. Another rush of class 66

workings took place on the 27/7 with 66956 6B74, 66603/66614 6B75, 66430 6K05 plus 68, 68004 on 6C18

and 60087 on 6J37.

Infrastructure trains ran again on 29/7 with 66614 on 6B75, 66603 6B74, 66956 6B73.

On 5/8 66518 headed 6B90, 66053 6B89. On the first day of the August 46233, headed 1Z33 a Crewe/Carlisle

special. On 5/8, 37603 was noted in the company of 66303 on 6K05.

Later in the day, 46115 headed a Lancaster/Carlisle working running as 1T52. A couple of engineer’s trains

were noted on 6/8 with 66518 on 6B90 and 66053 on 6B89. Later that afternoon, 68004 headed the

‘engineers’, a task it repeated the following day. Engineering trains connected to the Darwen Doubling

Project again ran on the 8/8 with 66155 6B72, 66128 6B73, 66053 6B74, 66188 6B75, three of these locos

were noted the following day on similar duties 66188 6B74, 66053 6B73 and 66128 6B72.

Also on the 10/8 66426/66952 were noted on the ‘engineer’s’.

On 11/8, 66021 worked 6B79 and 66136 6B80

Class 66, 66106, stands at Hellifield as the drivers change,

heading 4M00, the empty Mossend / Horrocksford

cement working, on 3 July 2015

Photo: B.Haworth



FORTHCOMING EVENTS & DIARY DATES 2015

Mon 7 Sept RVR Meeting New Inn, Clitheroe 19:30

Mon 5 Oct RVR Meeting New Inn, Clitheroe 19:30

Mon 2 Nov RVR Meeting New Inn, Clitheroe 19:30

Mon 7 Dec RVR Meeting New Inn, Clitheroe 19:30

RVR WHO’S WHO & OTHER USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Hon Life Vice-Presidents:Alan & Sheila Kay 01254 826435

Chairman: Marjorie Birch, Raydale, Crow Trees Brow, Chatburn, C’oe, BB7 4AA 01200 441549

Hon Sec: Peter Eastham, 79 Rogersfield, Langho, Blackburn, BB6 8HD 01254 240830

Hon Treasurer: David J Butterworth, 72 Fairfield Drive, Clitheroe, BB7 2PS 01200 425750

RVR Membership Sec: Bill Briggs, 55 Bank Head Lane,Hoghton, PRESTON, PR5 0AB 01254 854474

RVRNews Co-ordinator: Simon Clarke, simon.clarke57@talktalk.net

07788924232 / 01254 885996

FoS Co-ordinator: Brian Haworth* e-mail brian.haworth@talktalk.net 01254 247844

* Community Rail Development Officer, Community Rail Lancashire,

Accrington Station, Eagle Street, Accrington, Lancs BB5 1LN

01254 386579 / 07887831129, brian.haworth@lancashire.gov.uk

FoR&WS: Ken Roberts 01254 264772

FoL: Peter Eastham 01254 240830

FoWS: Alan Bowles 01254 823331

FoCS: Gordon Wilson 01200 426214

RVR Website & RVRNews Layout: N. Kirby

BT Police: Railwatch Freephone 0800 40 50 40

Network Rail National Helpline 08457 11 41 41

Clitheroe Integrated Transport Facility Control Room 01200 429832

Northern Rail Customer Helpline 0845 00 00 125 (option 2)

RVR website: www.ribblevalleyrail.co.uk

Community Rail PartnershipWebsite: www.communityraillancashire.co.uk
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THEN

An atmospheric photograph at Blackburn in the early 1960s, featuring an unidentified class 40 at the

head of the evening parcels alongside a Cravens DMU, sitting in the bay awaiting departure for

Manchester Victoria. The lighting highlights the old lattice ironwork on the canopy, and the massive

platform flagstones are clearly visible, as are several parcel trolleys.

Worth noting is the illuminated ‘Whitbread’ sign on the old Dutton’s Brewery tower and the Station’s

high chimneys, which survive today.

Photo: Dr. Paul Salveson

NOW

Fast forward to 2015, and much has changed. The station has been virtually rebui lt at platform level

and tarmac covers the old flagstones. The ‘Whitbread’ sign has been replaced with that for ‘Thwaites’

but the old station chimneys sti ll stand proud. In this picture, a class 142/150 combination awaits

departure from platform1 with the 07:19 service to Manchester via the Todmorden curve.

Photo: Brian Haworth


